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You will be directed back to this page to select again if you would like to nominate for more than one award.

Which Award would you like to nominate someone for? * 1.

Scorer of the Month Nominations
The Baseball Queensland Scorer of the Year 2024 Award aims to recognise and honour the invaluable contributions made by scorers to the sport of baseball in 
Queensland. 
This prestigious award seeks to acknowledge individuals who have demonstrated exceptional skills, accuracy, and dedication in recording and maintaining accurate score-
keeping records during baseball games. 

In our continuous effort to acknowledge and celebrate excellence within the realm of baseball in Queensland, we are accepting nominations for the Monthly BQ Awards. 
Each monthly award recipient automatically becomes a nominee for the Baseball Queensland Scorer of the Year 2024 Award.

Nominations for the Scorer of the Month award are open to scorers at all levels of involvement, including local club scorers and those involved in regional and state-level 
competitions.

Criteria for Nomination:

1. Scorekeeping Proficiency: Nominees should possess a high level of scorekeeping proficiency, accurately recording game statistics, plays, and other essential details 
during baseball games.

2. Attention to Detail: The nominated scorer should exhibit excellent attention to detail, ensuring accuracy in all recorded information related to the game.

3. Knowledge of Scorekeeping Rules: Scorers nominated for this award must demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of baseball scorekeeping rules and 
guidelines.

4. Consistency and Reliability: Nominees should have a history of consistent and reliable scorekeeping performance throughout the season or relevant period of 
involvement.

5. Adaptability: The nominated scorer should showcase the ability to adapt to various game situations, keeping accurate records even during fast-paced or high-pres-
sure games.

6. Support for Umpires and Officials: Scorers who actively collaborate with umpires and officials, assisting them with scorekeeping-related matters, should be recog-
nized for their valuable contributions.

7. Contribution to the Baseball Community: Nominees should have contributed significantly to the baseball community through their scorekeeping efforts, positively 
impacting the overall game experience for players, coaches, and spectators.

8. Leadership and Mentoring: Scorers who have taken the initiative to mentor and support other aspiring scorers, contributing to the development and growth of score-
keeping within the baseball community, should be considered for nomination.

9. Testimonials and Recommendations: Nominations should be supported by testimonials and recommendations from players, coaches, officials, and fellow scorers, 
highlighting the nominee's exceptional scorekeeping skills and contributions.

Nominations close 24th October at 5pm.



Full name of Scorer Nominee * 2.

Danica Trotter

Nominee Nickname (s)3.

Danica

i.e. the nominee's role and contribution to scoring and Baseball in QLD that forms the basis of your nomination

Basis for your Nomination * 4.

Danica scores multiple games a week, assists our club and other clubs in setting up game changer, game day and helps with any questions.
Danica helps and trains new scorers at Windsor and anyone really who wants to learn.

In 150 words or less, please summarise why you believe the nominee is a worthy candidate for Baseball QLD Scorer of the Month. * 5.

Danica is always helping, always volunteering to score and spends countless hours at the club assisting and teaching new scorers, assisting multiple people at various clubs with the
new gameday set up. Has organised training material and training seminars across the clubs in GBL.
We are very lucky to have Danica who is so kind and helps with always a smile on her face.

Nominator (your Name) * 6.

Jessica

Relationship to the Nominee * 7.

Friend/scorer

I understand

To give your nomination the best chance of success, please ensure you have detailed the nominees accomplishments and data above and will 
email any supporting documentation to:
admin@baseballqld.asn.au * 

8.

Baseball Queensland (BQ) respects the privacy of individuals on whom Baseball Queensland collects, uses and discloses personal information. The personal information that 
Baseball Queensland collects is used and disclosed for the purposes of processing membership registrations, staging competitions and providing baseball related informa-
tion and offers from Baseball Australia, its State and Territory Associations and member based Clubs and Regional Associations.  (If the player does not want to receive spe-
cial offers from Baseball Queensland partners, there is an opportunity to opt out of receiving such special offers in the registration form.)
Copies of the full Member Protection, Privacy, Social Media, Anti Racism, Anti Doping, Use of Images of Children Polices and Parent and Supporter Code of Behaviour are 
available at https://baseball.com.au/integrity/

Please type your full name to electronically sign this form: * 9.

Jessica Huntley
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